Welcome friends,

This issue of Jump Magazine comes fresh off the back of a highly successful Redbull ‘Art of Motion’ competition. It m
event to be held in Austria and it very nearly didn’t happen due to the heavens opening up and soaking everything in
rain eased up enough to make way for another sick session and we were there to catch it all. Full report in the up and

Shortly after the Redbull event I packed up and went over to China to hang with Thomas ‘Villainous’ Manning and th
Passion. The intention was to report on their scene which very few people in the Western world get to hear about, bu
in with the Chinese police and 2 severe beatings later, I got my ass sent back home to the UK. It was then left to Thom
handle it all and I’m sure you’ll agree, he’s done a fine job.

Following on from such a harrowing experience in China, there was only one way to get it out of the s
to fly straight off to another country. So I packed my kit and flew off to Denmark with Nick Whit
Charlie Eastman, Elliot Ward and Ben Custance from Team Invision and UF All Star athle
This turned out to be a ‘Brits gone bad’ affair but we’ll save the exploits from th
next issue.
Peace
Ez - Editor in chief
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Han Hao (Superman) is the chosen leader of the Free Passion
team and can often be found with a big smile on his face.

I sit here in Kunming, China, the capital of the Yunnan
province, a city with a population of over six million,
running the events of how I came to be writing the China
feature for the fifth issue of Jump magazine over in my
head.
What direction would I take? Ez told me that he wanted
action, ‘peppered’ with culture and interviews. While that
rolled around in my head, I considered the reasons that
brought me to China in the first place; a chance to slow
down my life, and find direction while stripping away the
things I didn’t need...and also the beautiful girls...
But when I came here, I had no idea that I was stepping
into a hotbed of Parkour and Freerunning activity; nor did
I have any idea of how this time in China would spark a
metamorphosis in how I view the world. I came here with
only the ideas of gung fu movies, my passion for the
dao, and my love of Chinese food. These things did not
disappoint - but I was also met with a great culture shock.
The language was a huge barrier, but now after nine
months, I am beginning to understand it. The importance
that the Chinese placed on guanxi (guh-wan-shi) and xiong
di (shom-dee) - or relationships and friendships - is similar
to the West, though magnified. For instance, whenever
eating or drinking with close friends or business
associates, you always serve everyone else before you fill
your own glass or plate.
There were a few shocking things as well. Children will
unabashedly go to the bathroom in the streets. Public
displays of affection are everywhere, often like those in a
bad teen movie. Also the influence of the government isn’t
as overt as I had imagined - but is most certainly here.
What gave rise to the blood and guts of this article was the
sudden wealth of China. Its economy has roughly doubled
in the past decade - allowing for a more prosperous culture
that reflects the values of the younger Chinese generation.
I asked my friends about this, including Zachary Mexico
(the author of China Underground) His book was among
the first to shed light on this topic.
The elder culture is made up of the older generation, those
who knew the China that existed before the Revolution
sixty years ago. They remember both worlds. They’ve
known sacrifice, loss, and very hard labour. These things
and more have given rise to their values and the current
communist government that is known to the world.
But living beneath this flaking mask is a younger Chinese
generation, a blend of western influences as well as those of
their elders. There are those who follow the standard path;
studying hard to get into a good university, to get married
and graduate, then get hired in a job that provides support
for their children.
Underneath this cultural “norm” however, is a rogue
element that is both darker and more beautiful - and it is
growing. They are the mafia, the bohemians, the
murderers and the drug dealers, and the artists of all
stripes - and they’re not unlike us, each finding their own
place in the world they create for themselves.
My xiong di (brothers of the heart and mind) are “Free

Passion.” They are Kunming’s prominent Parkour team.
They perform regularly - even this past Chinese New
Year in Beijing with a group of traceurs from all over the
country. They teach an even younger generation who are
seeking them out to learn their art. I’ve known, drank
beers, celebrated birthdays, passed out at their houses, and
trained with them for the past seven months.
Three days a week we all get together for a gym session at
a professional gym. We go to a smaller gym on Saturdays,
where they teach classes to their students. During the rest
of the week, I either train by myself, or with one - or all - of
the team members that I’ve chosen to interview for this
article.
Though the communication between us is sometimes
difficult (what we speak sounds like “Chinglish” or
“Enginese.”) I’ve also enlisted translating assistance from
Chris Von Wilpert, an Australian traceur. The words of my
interviewees tell their story better than any word picture I
can possibly paint.
So I sat down with Han Hao, Cao de Wei, and Shen yi Liu
- three of the original members of Free Passion. On one
Saturday, at separate times, I asked each similar and
individually differing questions regarding their lives and
their training. What I found were three different views that
are as distinct in their differences as they are in the depth
of their answers. Han Hao, or Chao Ren (Superman), is the
recognized leader of Free Passion. While the
members see themselves as a group of friends more than a
team, Superman oversees the administrative duties
ranging from performance bookings, to managing the team
funds. This past Chinese New Year, he and Cao de Wei
were two traceurs of sixteen through the entire country
selected to travel to Beijing to perform on CCTV1. The
experience brought a mixed response. Some of the
traceurs from the bigger cities treated the event more as an
opportunity to promote their team rather than recognize
and honor the brotherhood of the moment. Superman is
21 years old, and works only as a Parkour practitioner. But
this team is truly his life and his family, as the following
words show:
So, Chao Ren, how long have you been doing Parkour?
Han Hao: Two years.
Wow, for only two years, your skills are highly developed.
Han Hao: It’s mostly because of watching videos on the
internet. I will study a video and then take the techniques
into the gym to learn.
How did you start Parkour?
Han Hao: It was actually my little sister (the Chinese use
familial terms to denote good friends as well as blood
relatives). She introduced me to it first. But I have always
been moving and climbing since I was young. I started
learning gung fu back when I was 10.
How do you feel about the comparison that we foreigners
sometimes draw between martial arts and Parkour?
Han Hao: They aren’t really similar. Well, they sort of are I
guess. I can talk about it through their differences. It’s
more dangerous than martial arts. Parkour can give you

Superman executes a B-twist in the gym.
more confidence because it’s more of a challenge mentally
and physically. If you train the basic fundamentals of
martial arts before you get into Parkour, then it will be an
easier time for you to understand the movements.
And how old is Free Passion?
Han Hao: Also two years. We found each other over the
internet.
What does the team’s name mean to you?
HH: It means brotherhood - everyone coming together to
train.
Time for the deeper stuff. Right now, China is a very
interesting place for Parkour to be gaining popularity. As
a result of the economic boom here, a cultural gap between
the older and younger generations has also developed.
Now, there are many more influences to separate the elder
Chinese from the younger, among these influences are
B-Boy and Parkour. These new influences provide the
younger China its definition, unbounded by the ideas and
expectations of the past. What do you think?
Han Hao: I agree. With my parents generation they
climbed things like walls and trees, but they didn’t know
about Pao Ku (Chinese for both Parkour and Freerunning).
And now? Can they understand what you and your friends
do?
Han Hao: I don’t really know - I don’t think about it much
to be honest. I’m usually just thinking about the next move
<laughs>.
Well, Free Passion is part of the first generation of Parkour
in China, introducing it to those who’ve never seen

anything like it. How do you see that changing with time?
Han Hao: I see more people coming to do Parkour and less
people playing computer games. Computer games are a
huge part of the young developing Chinese generation and
You can find a video game bar on almost every corner of
every street in Kunming.
What about games that feature Parkour?
Han Hao: I really don’t play any games on the computer or
on consoles. I just play card games sometimes.
What keeps you doing Pao Ku?
Han Hao: It’s the first step in my life. Just as immediate
and important as getting up in the morning to eat breakfast
<laughs>.
So what do you call it then?
Han Hao: I just call it Pao Ku. The name isn’t what should
hold the meaning.
But a lot of people out there don’t call flips Parkour...
Han Hao: As far as I see it, it’s only about improving
yourself. Always. You see its not just an activity, its really
too messy to describe in words! You just have to feel it.
Who are your biggest influences?
Han Hao: Daniel Ilabaca...(he grins) and Mao ze Dong!
<laughing hysterically>.
Anything to say to those just starting out?
Han Hao: Pay attention to the difficulty of the moves.
When you first start learning, don’t give up. You should
know what you want from yourself, from your life, and put
that into your Pao Ku.

Notice the glass shards on top of the walls.

My next interview was with Cao de Wei.
Cao de Wei, “Cao Cao,” is one of the most balanced
practitioners I’ve met yet. He stands at about 5’5” - 5’6”
and is a tightly coiled spring of muscle. His movements
are both beautiful and simultaneously calculated, just as
it is thoughtless. When teaching students he is calm and
patient. When he’s among friends he is light hearted. Cao
Cao is only 20 years old and he’s been training for just over
two years and is another of the founding members of the
team:
So, how’d you start out in Parkour?
Cao Cao: I watched videos on the internet and began by
watching Du yi Ze, the best guy in China - from Beijing.
What do you use, without having access to Youtube?
Cao Cao: Most of the time we just use youku.com. Just
search for a name and you’ll find their video.
Who are your influences?
Cao Cao: David Belle and Daniel Ilabaca.
What do you think of the European style of moving?
Cao Cao: I think they are very strong and creative; the
moves that they are able to develop show that. They have
more opportunities than we do to go to different countries
and learn new moves to develop the sport.
Why do you do Parkour?
Cao Cao: I think it really suits the younger generation.
Also the moves are really beautiful. (He laughs at the
afterthought). It also makes me really happy to have
everyone together training in the gym or doing
performances or just screwing around making videos.
It sounds like the idea of togetherness is very important to
you, is it?
Cao Cao: You MUST have everyone together. Not only is it
a brotherhood, but you learn faster and are challenged by
others when you’re together.
I’d like to know then, what does the name “Free Passion”
mean to you? Friends? Family? A brotherhood?
Cao Cao: All of it! <laughs>.
Are you influenced at all by martial arts? The discipline,
the movies? If so, how does that show in your own
movement?
Cao Cao: Kung-fu is kung-fu and Parkour is Parkour. The
moves are different and they use a different method to
perform them. What we do is all about freedom, while
kung-fu has a lot of restrictions. There are some moves
that are very similar, and when I see them they are very
beautiful and thrilling (like watching Jackie Chan’s moves)
so I try to adapt them to fit my style.
What was the first thing you learned? And now what is
your favorite move?
Cao Cao: I first learned a wallspin. But now, I don’t really
have a favorite move. If I see something, I’ll try to find the
fastest route, while keeping it as beautiful as I can.
So your roots dig deep in the Parkour philosophy then?
Cao Cao: When I move, I move without thinking. You can

The team plus students head off for a training session.

Cao Cao performs for the crowds.

practice front flips and backflips, but that’s not what
Parkour is. You need to use the moves you would in any
situation. You need to practice what you do in life.
Everything.
How do you think the older generation sees what you do?
Police may tell you to leave a place, or many people might
call it dangerous. What is your response to that?
Cao Cao: Actually, I enjoy when people are watching me. I
draw more energy from them than I would normally have.
I perform well under pressure. But when we’re out in the
streets, I see it as an opportunity to show people what
Parkour is.
How do you see the culture changing with the younger
generation in regards to Parkour?
Cao Cao: I see it becoming more developed - all it really is,
is movement and allowing your body to take control. It can
be used in so many places, like advertising - which I think
will happen more here in China.
But that’s a double-edged sword. The purists would see
that as selling out.
Cao Cao: I would somewhat agree. I don’t like just selling
myself, selling my moves to a company just for money.
So how would you do it? How would you reach the average
person who doesn’t go outside and just watches TV and
plays computer games?
Cao Cao: If the team has a lot of money, then we could
travel to other cities in China and market ourselves on our
own terms. We can pass out business cards and
promotional videos. But that’s only if we have money

Assisted gainer.

<laughs>. There are a lot of people who won’t understand
it at first, but if they are open to it, we can really explain
what Parkour is.
How about fashion? Are you influenced by Western culture
at all in the way you dress when you train?
Cao Cao: You know, I’m a fashionable and good-looking
guy <laughs> and I rather like their fashion. But while
training, it is important to wear what makes you feel
comfortable.
How easy is it to get access to Western products?
Cao Cao: There are Western products, but they’re not as
good as the ones sold overseas. We just use a mix of
Chinese brands. When one breaks, buy another one!
Does music play a role in your game?
Cao Cao: Yes, I like emotional and strong music where I
can really feel the rhythm.
Any girls on the team? And what are your views on them
doing Parkour?
Cao Cao: There are two girls you could count as us training.
Girls can totally do it! If their bodies can co-ordinate and
keep pace with the moves then it’s no problem. But they
do need enough strength to be able to perform the moves.
Basically if they’re committed than can get all of this in no
time. They just need to be extra careful to protect
themselves when training because their physical structure
obviously isn’t the same as a man.
What are your favorite memories with Free Passion?
Cao Cao: There are too many! When we were in high

Superman crashes and burns while Cao Cao palm spins.

school, those were the best times because we were always
together. But now we all have our jobs, though we’re still
together as much as possible. I am happiest when we’re
training or doing performances. We play games,
sometimes, friendly competitions, like to see who can do
the most beautiful sequence. Whoever loses has to do push
ups <laughs>.
Seeing as Free Passion is only two years old, what don’t you
like about the already established scene in China?
Cao Cao: I don’t like the buildings here and how they are
constructed. It doesn’t suit Parkour because there aren’t
enough obstacles. For example, on my apartment roof we
have a solar energy tank and lots of electric wires. Most
of the buildings and walls are like this. The way they are
constructed is like they are built on tofu dregs. They break
easily! <laughs>
What about the things that you do like?
Cao Cao: I like how it has evolved to become a sport shared
among brothers. One person becoming strong on their
own is not the way to become the strongest. It is not as
good as having everyone who loves the same thing training
together to become strong collectively.
And what are your views on competition within
Freerunning?
Cao Cao: The moves you see in the competitions really
flow. Their skills are really proficient and practiced, and so
the moves you see all look very beautiful. I like this.
So I was hoping that you might be able to tell me a little
more about the experience that you had in Beijing. You
had mentioned to me that it was mixed? Was it exciting to
be on national TV?
Cao Cao: It wasn’t bad, but it wasn’t great either. I actually
forget a little bit about it. It’s been a while <laughs>.
Well, what about it do you remember?
Cao Cao: It was different from any experience that I had
before. To be honest, I didn’t like it all that much.
Please explain?
Cao Cao: We came across a lot of problems. There were
sixteen of us in total that performed. CCTV chose
practitioners from all over the country. Everyone arrived
on time except for the members from one of the Beijing
teams. We were supposed to take photos, get to know each
other, and get to know the setup on which we were
supposed to perform - but they never showed up. On the
day we were supposed to perform, they suddenly arrived.
They showed up five days after everyone had already
practiced together, and knew what it was that we were
supposed to do. And what’s worse, they didn’t even try to
get along with us. They just wanted to perform and they
shamelessly promoted their team without any respect for
us, or the event.
That sucks but we won’t name and shame. Ok, What is
your general opinion of the teams in the bigger cities?
Beijing? Shanghai? They get all of the attention in the
international community. This article is one of the first
focuses on the scene in one of the smaller cities.
I really admire the skill of Urban Monkeys, they’re the best

in Beijing. But I feel that especially after this event, our
team ranks pretty high in the country overall — both in
technical terms, and mentally. There was one guy there
who really organized us, and made sure that we were on
task. I learned a lot from him.
Do you remember his name?
Cao Cao: No! <laughs>.
If you could travel to any location in the world to train,
where would you go and why?
Cao Cao: Oh man, I don’t know what country to pick.
There are so many beautiful ones to choose – my head’s
all messed up <laughs>. I’d really like to train in England.
I’d like to see the scenery and get away from the walls here
that break when I do speed vaults over them.
How do you feel about video games?
Cao Cao: At the start they were fun to play but not
anymore. There’s no meaning to me in playing video
games…they waste time. Kids should practice moving
more from when they are young; that way it would be
easier to get them out running around.
Are videos an important tool for sharing the work that you
and Free Passion do?
Cao Cao: Definitely. We can use them to promote Yunnan
province and Kunming parkour.
What kinds of shoes do you wear when you train?
Cao Cao: The shoes I wear are really mixed. We have shoes
that are anti-slip but not shock absorbing. We also have
some that shock absorbing but not anti-slip. It’s really
difficult to find anti-slip and shock absorbing ones best for
Parkour. We don’t have that many good shoes to choose
from. The expensive ones are really expensive and you’re
not sure whether they will break or not. Our shoes are not
as good as those overseas.
Okay, here’s the easiest question of them all. If you could,
would you want to become more involved in the World
Parkour community? Would language be a barrier?
Cao Cao: Of course I’d like to tap into it, the conditions
here are really poor. Correct, language is a major barrier
for us.
Is there anything I haven’t asked that you would like to
say?
Cao Cao: Forever Prosperous. (He says it in Chinese,
laughing to himself.) I teach at an artist studio, teaching
people how to draw. And if I see a drawing that isn’t very
good I’ll say, “Not Prosperous.”
<Laughing> Very good! What is your advice to beginners?
Cao Cao: (He takes his time to answer and then does so
with a wicked smile) It is essential to learn and keep
practicing all of the basics until you throw up <laughs>.
Only then will you be ready for the difficult stuff. No
seriously, when you’re in the moment you have to know
what all of the possible outcomes of a move are; technique
and results--and all of it has to be done without thinking.
And if you don’t have all of the fundamentals, you’ll get
hurt, so make sure you go out and practice the basics over
and over until they become second nature to you. Then go
out and have fun experimenting.

San Jui and Cao Cao perform a mirrored wallspin.

A student experiments with flying.

My third interview was with Shen yi Liu
Shen yi Liu, “Obi-Wan,” is 20 years old and has been
working security at the Kunming airport for one year. He
works most days of the week, but during his free time the
two of us can usually be found training at one of the
college campuses around the city. He lives at home with
his parents and spends the rest of his time with his
girlfriend. For the last three years, Parkour has been his
escape from the pressures of life.
What is it that makes you free?
Obi-Wan: Just movement. All movement.
What do you choose to call it? Parkour, Freerunning, Pao
Ku? Or something else?
Obi-Wan: I like the name of Freerunning. You know,
“free” and “running,” that’s all I want to be. I like parkour
too, but I feel more connected to freerunning. Some people
in Free Passion say that I should not flip so much; they say
that it’s not Parkour. But when I flip I feel free. A traceur
should do what makes him feel free. If you do the same
things as others then its not your style. Not your ideas.
How do you feel Chinese culture as a whole accepts
Parkour?
Obi-Wan: I think anywhere, Parkour as a sport and as a
philosophy is difficult to understand. Most people don’t try
it, and that’s what makes the difference. But the only thing
we can do is to keep showing it to people, and hopefully
one day they will understand and maybe try it.
How do you think China will change with time as the
younger generation takes control? Having grown up
during such a prosperous time, your experiences are surely
much different from those of your parents or
grandparents?
Obi-Wan: I think traditional Chinese culture is very closed.
So they can’t understand something new very easily. But
WE just want to do it. If they tell us it is impossible, that
just makes us push to make it possible. And we do exactly
that <laughs>.
So Free Passion is one of the many forces establishing the
first generation of Parkour in China?
Obi-Wan: Everything needs the first people to try it. When
I first started learning, it was from videos on the internet. I
thought it was impossible, like everyone else. But I tried it,
we all did. There are people the same age as me, going to
school, living with parents and letting them do everything
for them. They don’t try anything at all, but I do. Like
Parkour says, “Be strong to be useful.” And so I am
<smiles>.
It sounds like your identity is really shaped by Parkour.
Obi-Wan: Well none of us really know all of Parkour’s
ideals, but we have our own. We can’t really say it. We just
have to do it.
You mentioned how you learn off of the internet, do you
find that difficult with no access to websites like Youtube or
Facebook?
Obi-Wan: Not really. We use www.youku.com , which is
kind of like a Chinese version of Youtube. There is a delay
in western videos being uploaded, but it isn’t difficult for us

to find them.
What are you afraid of?
Obi-Wan: Nothing! (His girlfriend then walks in the door)
Well, maybe her <laughs>. Actually, I’m afraid that my
parents won’t understand. They don’t really already, but
they don’t stop me because they see that this is what I love.
They just want me to be safe.
How do you feel about competition?
Obi-Wan: I think friendly competition is very beneficial. It
pushes you to become stronger and in turn you push those
that you compete with.
Any favorite techniques?
Obi-Wan: The backflip. I think it looks very beautiful. But
my best is my front. I think the day that I learned it I did
more than thirty in a row. I was so happy <laughs>.
So when you’re out training, what do you wear?
Obi-Wan: I’ll wear anything if its both comfortable and
cheap <laughs>. Ultimately, I need to be able to move
freely.
Which do you prefer, Chinese or Western brands?
Obi-Wan: The Western products are all made in China...so
I don’t know how to answer this question <laughs>.
What about shoes?
Obi-Wan: You should know! I use the Inov-8 F-lite 301 PK
shoes that you bought me in America. I love them. Before
that I used Adidas and some other brands that I can’t even
remember. But the Inov-8’s are perfect.
Lets talk a little about the birth of Parkour in Kunming.
How did it start?
Obi-Wan: We found each other around 2007-2008 over
the internet. I had been training by myself for a few
months when we got together. We trained that day and
went to the bar at night. That night we made our first
team. “Beware of Falling.”
How long did that last?
Obi-Wan: Less than a year. Some people quit Parkour,
some made new teams, and some just kept training like
me. But from that came Free Passion.
What did you do differently this time?
Obi-Wan: We decided on one person to lead and manage
the team through a vote.
And that was Superman?
Obi-Wan: Yeah, but we don’t really need a leader because
we’re friends just as much as we are a team. It’s mostly for
other people, like if they hire us for performances.
Why aren’t there any girls on the team?
Obi-Wan: We do have one girl as a student but she isn’t of
a high enough level just yet.
Han Hao mentioned that he sees people playing less
videogames in the future as Parkour grows. But how do
you feel about games that feature Parkour? Do you play
them?

Obi-Wan: I have played Mirror’s Edge
<Laughs>. The game is just a game. It’s
just for playing.
What do you feel will happen in the future
for Free Passion and Parkour in China as a
whole?
Obi-Wan: Well, some years ago no one
really knew what Parkour was. I think it
will be difficult to change because again,
no one in the older generation - and some
in my own - don’t know what it is and they
don’t try it. And if they don’t try it, how can
they understand it?
In the grand scheme, what is it that clashes
the most with you about the Chinese
Parkour scene as a whole? Also, what do
you find that works?
Obi-Wan: I don’t like how the teams of
China aren’t united. They’re very isolated
and separated in mind. But truthfully, this
question is the first time that I’ve really
thought about it.
If you had the opportunity to train
anywhere in the world, where would you go
and why?
Obi-Wan: Latvia! I love the Dvinsk Clan
videos. And I also think that the jungle
gym where Oleg trains is fantastic! I would
definitely go there.
And how do you think China stands against
the European scenes?
Obi-Wan: I think that since they’ve been
training for a long time, that they have such
a developed mind. So their Parkour is
different from ours. Their theory has had
more time to mature. And because they live
in a different country, their Parkour
develops differently from ours. It’s not a
matter of better or worse, just
different.
What do you think of the World
community? If you could get involved on
a bigger scale, would you want to? Do you
think language would be a big barrier?
Obi-Wan: Of course I’m aware of how big
this whole thing is, and I would see it as a
real honor and a pleasure to get involved. I
would LOVE it actually. Language isn’t so
much of a barrier for me as it is for some of
the others in the team. I speak more
English than any of them!
Thank you so much for taking the time to be
interviewed and for sharing your thoughts
with all of the Jump Magazine readers. I’m
sure that they’ll be interested to read about
the Chinese scene which up until now,
nobody in the Western world has really
heard that much about.
Obi-Wan: It was a pleasure.
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d do with it and now that it’s finished, I’ve gained insight into the talent and depth of thinking of those around me. These three
heir ideas are truly representative of the team as a whole. Over the months that I’ve come to know them and their students, I
at we’re together, I feel that more is expressed through our movements than our words could ever capture. These three stand as
as in mind. Their technique and mental strength is as matured as any of the traceurs under the world’s eye in the bigger cities.
e Beijing and Shanghai. But with this article, it is my hope that the Free Passion brotherhood will be granted the same respect and

its culture can readily assimilate, it has created a unique niche for teams like Free Passion to sweat and bleed and demonstrate
o de Wei, and Shen yi Liu at the forefront, the future of Parkour in China is very bright. Kunming is the ideal city for these
weather doesn’t drop below 70 degrees. The lifestyle of their home is reflected in their attitude towards their art. Relaxed.

Fighting Inflammation
by Will Wayland

It seems ironic that the thing we use to become stronger, better and faster can also be the thing that tries to bring about
results opposite to those we work so hard for! The truth is that all exercise and sports activities produce some level of
inflammation and the harder and more intense the training is, the higher the level of inflammation. One area where we
freerunner’s battle inflammation on a daily basis is in our joints. The wear and tear that our joints experience can be the most
debilitating pain that we suffer with respect to our training. This is an area where you will directly feel the impact of excessive
inflammation and then the relief when you finally get rid of the problem. Inflammation is a naturally occurring process that
provides your body with protection, rushing blood to the muscles and joints where it’s needed most. The longer you stay this
way, the longer you’re sore, tight, and unable to train at 100 percent.
If you go to a doctor they’ll generally offer you two bog-standard choices:
1) Stop training.
2) To start popping ibuprofen and paracetamol.
Option 1 is something that a lot of us will simply ignore. Despite the advice to stop training being the most sensible one, there
are so many of us who stubbornly refuse to lose and carry on training while carrying niggling injuries. Nobody likes to miss
training
sessions but by ignoring the warning signs, it will eventually lead to tears but that’s another story.
Option 2 would give temporary relief but that only masks the pain and doesn’t directly deal with the symptoms.
So what can we do to decrease inflammation ourselves?

Avoid Pro-Inflammatory Foods
Pro-inflammatory foods will increase inflammation, increase your pain from the inflammation and may also raise your risk for
chronic disease. Eating too much junk food, high-fat meats, sugar and fast foods will increase inflammation in your body. This
is partially due to the unhealthy fats used in preparing and processing these foods, especially trans fats and saturated fats
processed meats are worst for these kinds of fats.
Diets high in sugar for a long time have also been associated with inflammation, obesity and chronic disease such as diabetes.
Eliminate high sugar foods such as soft drinks, pastries, pre-sweetened cereals and candy. Using this simple strategy may
provide amazing relief. Refined carbohydrates can aggravate joints and even cause degeneration. Excess acids in the system do
exactly what they sound like they do....they deteriorate and damage cells.

Anti-Inflammatory foods
Omega-3 essential fatty acids have been touted for a long time as powerful anti-inflammatory agents. They are found in cold
water oily fish, walnuts, flax seeds, canola oil and pumpkin seeds. The most convenient and cost effect way is fish oils, these
usually come in 1000mg capsules and are widely available, the amount recommended is variable usually 3-6grams a day will
suffice. Omega 6 fatty acids are actually “inflammatory” fatty acids so be sure to avoid Omega 3,6,9 supplements and in addition to that I also recommend avoiding cod liver oils as these contain a lot of vitamin A which in high doses can be dangerous.
Protein is also worthwhile supplementing, while you get plenty of protein from chicken, fish, beef and eggs. Its probably
worthwhile adding a whey supplement to your nutritional regimen. Some amino acids which are abundant in whey protein
have been shown to have anti-inflammatory effects.
Studies have shown that people who ingested vitamins E and C had lower levels of inflammatory markers. Nuts, seeds and
oils,
especially wheat germ oil, sunflower seeds and almonds, are high in vitamin E. Fruits and vegetables, especially strawberries,
oranges, cantaloupes, tomatoes, mangoes, cauliflower, broccoli and sweet potatoes, are high in vitamin C. The other option is
pop vitamin C tablets which are widely available.

More from Will can be found at: www.williamwayland.blogspot.com

‘You’ve got no sole!’ Athlete: Rocko Rovira (Mexico) Photographer: Daer Sanchez www.urbanrunners.net

What’s On Your Ipod?
During a training session in Southampton, UK, we interrupted Simon ‘Gibbs’ Russell
mid-flow to find out what tunes on his ipod are currently doing it for him...
What kind of Ipod have you got there in your pocket?
I have a 4gb Ipod Nano. I don’t have a huge music collection so 4gb is plenty for me.
What kind of music do you like to train to?
My music taste is not based on genre but on the song and I don’t think I have ever come
across a song that I have truly disliked. I tend to listen to anything that’s playing at the
time but if i had to choose, it would be something that has a similar mood throughout
the song and does not hype up or change too drastically.
Is music an important part of your training?
Important, no. But i do enjoy it. Depending on the song, my mindset and style of training
can completely change. Put on some drum and bass or a hip hop track and I become very
explosive with my style as opposed to a gentle, continual and flowing style of training
when listening to artists like Bonobo or Nujabes.
What about when you’re chilling out, do you listen to the same kind of tunes?
I do but I also have a much wider variety, there are some nice mellow tracks I can just lose
myself in while chilling. I have a few very long tracks that are perfect for training but they
can get a bit repetetive when not moving around.
The top 5 tracks on your playlist right now?
I don’t know about top 5 but these are 5 that I certainly wouldn’t skip while training or
relaxing.
Richard Ashcroft - Check the meaning
Promoe - Colgate white
La Roux - Colourless colour
Nujabes - Just forgot
Regina Spektor - The Calculation
What track would you choose to use for a PK/FR video edit?
Hmm....I’ve always liked hip hop tracks in videos. Usually with an uplifting and happy
backing track, so I’d probably go for something from Promoe or maybe Dog Day
Afternoon.
Gibbs youtube channel can be found here - www.youtube.com/gibbs4S

Athlete: Christian Harmat (Switzerland) www.wpf-camp.com Photographer: Thomas Z`graggen www.thomaszgraggen.ch

UNDERPRESSURE
Review by Nick ‘Capo’ Whitcombe www.apexparkour.co.uk
Photography by Rob Gillibrand www.perfectimagephotography.co.uk

With the Kalenji Success and K-Swiss SI-81 shoes being so hard to come by right now, the time has come again to search for
a shoe that ticks all the boxes for us Parkour/Freerun practitioners. A lot has been said about the Inov-8 shoes in the past,
so we decided to make contact with the British based company to see if they had anything that they thought would stand out
from the crowd in any test we’d be doing. The shoe that they chose to throw into the lion’s den for testing was the F-Lite 230’s.
These are super lightweight running shoes (a UK size 8 weighs just 230gms) with a sticky rubber outsole. First impressions
were very good, so over the course of a week I tested these babies out in Denmark and then back home in the UK....
First up was a trip to Billund, Denmark, where we jammed at the Context Movement gathering which was staged by Jakob
Jensen. Whilst there we managed to hit up some sweet training spots and really put the 230’s through their paces over 3 days.
When we returned back to the UK, Ez asked me to try my best to shred them in further tests so for the second phase of testing,
I hit my regular training spots in Moreton, UK and went through a full repertoire of techs.
I’m pleased to say that these shoes stood up surprisingly well through all I could throw at them. They aren’t marketed as being
‘Parkour’ or ‘Freerunning’ shoes which isn’t such a bad thing. I mean at the end of the day, I’ve seen people happily using
Converse All Stars to train in! The 230’s are just regular running shoes that happen to ‘work’. All good in my book....

Comfort
These are really snug, so much more so than they look - Ez tried a pair of these on whilst we were jamming in
Denmark and was really surprised at how sick these lightweight shoes feel. You have such a great sense of touch in
them which really helps execute precision landings to a tee. The upper body of the shoe is light material mesh not so
dissimilar to that of the front part of the kalenji success, so for those die hard fans of the Kalenji’s there is an element
of familiarity.
4 out of 5

Grip
Seriously, these are without a doubt the grippiest shoes going for coping with all manner of bricks and mortar. You
won’t find any shoe or any grip that sticks better to concrete - you’ll fly up wall runs in these, stick precisions ten
times easier, beast your 180 cats to a whole new level and if tricks are your thing these are perfect for wallflips. The
only slight downside for me, was precisioning onto rails...they didn’t feel like the most ideal shoe for railings and
metal surfaces so if rail precisions really are your thing, have a serious think before going for these shoes. They would
have got a clean 5 out of 5 if there hadn’t been the small issue with rails, so for me these score
4.5 out of 5

Style
These are really fresh kicks, the original all black version were cool and in my opinion were on par with the SI-18’s as
the best looking training shoe out there. The new look ones come in black and white or blue and white and the black/
white ones look slick enough to rock casually. For me, the blue and white ones were a bit too ‘in your face’ and would
restrict me from wearing various tee colours when training in case of clashing. That said, I know a fair few people
who’ve commented on the blue ones looking really fresh, so it all comes down to personal preference.
4 out of 5

Weight
Weighing in at a ridiculously light 230gms, these are probably the lightest shoes to train in with the exception of the
‘Vibram Five Fingers’ (does anyone actually wear those hideous looking things?). Being as light as they are makes
them fantastic for moving about in for Parkour, Freerun, tricking and street stunts. So much so, that you’ll forget that
you’re wearing them in no time at all.
5 out of 5

Shock Absorbency
The underside of the shoe is quite thin and for those who are into big drops, these don’t offer the best protection. One
thing worth mentioning is that they come with 2 pairs of insoles of differing thickness, so protection has been
considered. For those of us who aren’t into big drops and practice sensibly, thickness of the soles isn’t top on the list
of our priorities so there’s not much to be worried about.
3.5 out of 5

Overall
I think these are great shoes and are definitely worth checking out. From what I can see, I think a lot of the
distributors overprice these but if you shop about, you can find them cheap enough. If your game is all about big
drops though, you might want to avoid these and wait for their new model called the 311 which has a thicker sole and
more grip. Other than that, these come highly recommended as a near perfect shoe for PK/FR.
4.5 out of 5
www.inov-8.com for more.
Inov-8 currently have 3 pairs of the 230’s to give away. To find out how to get your hands on a pair for free, click
on the link below and follow the instructions there.

www.inov-8.com/Parkour_Holding.asp?L=26

Athlete: Cato Aspmo (Sweden) www.youtube.com/catoaspmo Photographer: Ricky Lundberg www.ricky.fotosidan.se

Athlete: Ben Custance (UK) Photographer: Ez www.urbanfreeflow.com

Catching Up With

Cionn
Interview by Frazer Meek - www.asborn.co.uk

Hailing from Vienna, Austria, Sascha ‘Cionn’ Hauser has been around the block
and then some. Aged 32 he considers himself as one of the elder statesmen in the
scene and has quite literally been there and done that. Although he’d been
practising for a good few years prior to the first ever Redbull ‘Art of Motion’ event
in 2008, it was at that competition that he made a real impact and has since, stayed
in the limelight. In recent years he’s become best known for having a style that
oozes fluidity but in addition to his silky smooth way of moving, he has a broad
range of flips and spins that have seen him build a loyal fanbase on youtube.

We caught up with him during the 2010 Redbull ‘Art of Motion’ event where he was
helping his protégé, Andrej ‘ND’ Lisal prepare for the big competition.....
How long have you been about for?
Cionn: Been jumping around for about 6 years.
How did you find Parkour/Freerun?
To me, those terms are just labels, it is something I have been doing since I was a
child with no idea what I was doing. I just wanted to move like a ninja or a Marvel
action character since I can remember <laughs>. Then I found out that what I did
had a name, it wass Parkour, Freerunning or l´art du deplacement. Call it whatever
you want, its all movement <laughs>.
What does it all mean to you?
Cionn: Easy...Freedom, lifestyle, control and efficiency.
What do you think about the sport/discipline being so used by the media?
Cionn: Hmmm, nobody can stop something being hyped like skatbording was years
ago. First Parkour/Freerun was underground then it became mainstream. The the
world wide web definitely helped to speed things up... It can be both good and bad.
Where do you see it right now and where do you think it’ll go in the future?
Cionn: Its been mainsteam for some time and I think right now the sport is
developing very well. The overall growth of the sport is the responsibility of all
participants. Young people who want to learn are not aware of some of the dangers
so we have a big responsibility to make new parcticipants aware of the importance
of proper structured training. It also has a social value in getting young people
moving, which is fantastic. But my biggest worry about the future is, if it becomes
too popular it could be forbidden by law due to injuries because of a lack of
training. That would be a nightmare!
What advice would you give to people who want to start practising?
Cionn: Aside from the obvious points of taking your time and being careful, you
need to believe in yourself in every part of your life. Just believe that the sky is the
limit and your dreams can come true, it works <smiling>.
What do you think about separating Parkour from Freerunning or l’art du
deplacement?
Cionn: I’m too old to need to define myself and what I do. In my opinion too many
young people need definitions to define themselves. For me it’s about the
movement (call it what you will) that’s the important thing. I don’t give a shit about
definitions. From time to time I will train in an efficient way, sometimes in a
creative way and sometimes in an acrobatic style. Sometimes I mix it all up.
What’s your passion in this game?
Cionn: I love working with kids and working with movement so my job as a gym
teacher is perfect. I also love to travel and perform. Performing is better than any
drug <laughs>.

Inside Dusseldorf airport fooling about during an interval at the
‘German Parcouring Masters’ event where he was present as a judge.

More fun at Dusseldorf airport.

Physically or mentally, what has been your biggest obstacle to
have to deal with?
Cionn: Trying to quit smoking. Addictions are the biggest
obstacles in life but I know that it’s all in my mind, so my biggest
obstacle is a mental one. But if it’s all in the mind then I’m sure
that it is something that I can overcome (eventually) <laughs>.

started, ND injured his leg and his his thumb, so he wanted to
wait and see if it would be better on the day. On the day of the
competition, he told me that his injuries were too much for him
to compete to the standard he wanted to. Because everybody is
wanting to see Andy in the final, he felt it was too much pressure
when he couldn’t do himself justice and give 100%.

Do you have any specific training routine that you follow?
Cionn: Not really, I train without a concept, I just go out to have
fun and train with passion.

So where did you fit into the equation?
Cionn: Yeah, so the Redbull organisers asked me if I would take
his place in the competition. I had no time to properly prepare
myself before the event though. I would usually want a minimum
of 2 weeks notice to prepare myself mentally. I’m also carrying a
shoulder injury which limits my movement, so it was a precious
decision to make about competing. I went off and meditated for 2
hours alone before the event and thought about the potential
advantages and disadvantages of taking part and whether it was

You wheren’t meant to take part in AOM this year, but you still
competed. How come?
Cionn: I usually train ND (Andrej Lisal) for 2 months
before each AOM event, both mentally and phsyically. He is
currently in the best form of his life. But 4 days before the AOM

really worth it.
Needless to say, you chose to compete. Sounds like
something from a Rocky movie.
Cionn: <laughs> I made my decision to compete but at 50% of my
maximum. I just wanted to put on a show and enjoy myself. The
Austrian people didn’’t have as much expectations of my run
compared to ND’s, so I started with no pressure, and just did all
the moves that I do effortlessly. I tried to be as clean, creative
and as fluid as possible without doing anything where I’d need to
use my shoulder <laughs>. I feel it was a good decision. After the
routine, I took twelth place overall and I was very suprised that I
managed to get such a good rank with my less than 100% physical
condition. All in all, it was an awesome experience to meet all of
those great people again, who all live and love the same passion
as me.
I have to say that things in Vienna look great! There’s a big scene
and some great areas. Care to let us know more?
Cionn: For us, in Vienna, we have really nice areas to train and I
feel this is responsible for the high standard of practitioners. Any
way the community in Austria is very tight, with maybe 300
active Parkour and Freerun practitioners who live and love this
for real. We also have some good clubs where the young guys
learn in safe environments to jump and fall properly. Theres a
huge mix of practitioners.
You’ve got a few years on most people in the scene, how long do
you aim to carry on training and teaching others?
Cionn: I will teach for the rest of my life and I will train as long as
my body can take it. It is fate that one day I will stop but that time
is not yet. This fills my life, I fall asleep in the evening with
movement in my mind, and I wake up with that in my mind. It
defines my life. I feel in a great condition despite my age of 33 and
I think I have quite a high level for my age <laughs>.
Cionn, you are an inspiration to many out there both young and
old. Any closing comments before we wrap things up?
Cionn: Thanks. I would say to just be yourself, be happy with
what you have and who you are. Don’t ever let others push you off
your path in life. Be happy and be free!!
Cionn’s Youtube channel can be found at:
www.youtube.com/cionn
A selection of his videos on the Glyphmedia channel:
Mustard Buildings
www.youtube.com/watch?v=YC9i-m1A_C4
Cionn 2009
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZqEyzRxRQMs
BARbarian
www.youtube.com/watch?v=7mhLzmFF26A
Path Of Life
www.youtube.com/watch?v=TwuJAUD79ho
Forward Moving Force
www.youtube.com/watch?v=4NATo7gxoes
Vienna Shizzle
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wV_eMRhihq8
Higgledy Piggledy Line
www.youtube.com/watch?v=eR9S6BgbEzA

With his protégé Andrej ‘ND’ Lisal planning a run at the Redbull AOM event. In a twist
of fate, ND had to pull out of the event due to an injury leaving Cionn to take his place.

Parkour Argentina
Featuring Iñaki Inchaurregui, we see a nice clean
edit that shows a good range of movement. This
video gets spotlight treatment from us for a)
showing that Argentina is alive and kicking in
the global community and b) using a U2 track for
a Parkour video. It shouldn’t work but for some
reason it does.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kE2u3vPNuus

Traveller
Not only is Daer Sanchez a top level practitioner,
he’s also a skilled director/editor and in this edit
filmed during his travels in Mexico, he shows
exactly why the Mexican scene is such a strong
one. It perfectly captures friendship, fun and skill.
Raspados 4 life!!!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L2RZg64bFa0

League Of Legends
The day after the 2010 Redbull ‘Art of Motion’
event in Vienna, Austria, the competitors met up
in a gym, jammed heavily, shared tips and had lots
of fun in the process. Priceless stuff! Courtesy of
Sascha ‘Cionn’ Hauser

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4R5UjiThud0

Parkour, Literally
Every now and then it’s good to go back to some
good old fashioned Parkour with no flips being
thrown in to cause a shit storm of a debate. This
video featuring Le Vietnamien Volant of France,
shows clean and fluid Parkour the way it was
intended.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l833q8BY66M

Athlete: William Spencer (USA) Photographer: Emily Ibarra www.ediphotoeye.com

Words - Ez
Photography - Scott Bass - www.ampisound.com
The 7th of May 2010 was the date that was set for Redbull’s
third ‘Art of Motion’ event to be held in Vienna. Their past
events have always proven to be great fun and with a
number of regular faces appearing at both the World
Freerun Championships and AOM, a very healthy
competition circuit has flourished. So with this particular
event the level of anticipation was very high leading up to
the big day and trust me, it didn’t disappoint.
Competing athletes:
Scott Jackson (UK)
Cato Aspmo (Sweden)
Marcus Gustafsson (Sweden)
Filip Ljungberg (Sweden)
Yoann Leroux (France)
Andrey Turanov (Latvia)
Pavel Petkuns (Latvia)
Daer Sanchez (Mexico)
Jason Paul (Germany)
Sascha Hauser (Austria)
Christian Harmat (Switzerland)
Luci Romberg (USA)
Justin Sheaffer (USA)
Ryan Houchin (USA)
Pamela Obiniana (Austria)
Lukas Steiner (Austria)
Peter Horgas (Hungary)
Michal Marcek (Slovakia)
Dan Mast (USA)
Khoa Huynh (Germany)
Mortiz König (Austria)
Béres Norbert (Hungary)
Judges:
Victor Lopez (USA)
Patrick Morawetz (Austria)
Gaëtan Bouillet (Belgium)
Ez (UK)
Judging criteria:
4 areas to be judged on - Flow, Execution, Creativity and
Difficulty.
Each judge would award a maximum of 25 points per area
meaning that the most any athlete could score from one
judge would be 100 points. Time this by 4 judges and for
any given run, the performing athlete could potentially
receive a maximum of 400 points for their run.

Upon arriving at Vienna airport, all the athletes were picked up and shuttled
to the hotel which was situated just 5 mins away from the event venue.

This dude tried to blag his way onto the shuttle bus as an athlete but the
dodgy tache gave the game away. He was even sporting a pair of Kalenji’s!

With almost everyone already kno
circuit, it didn’t take long to

owing each other through the international
catch up and for the pranks to begin.

Djuxa from Latvia steps off the shuttle bus and plans to
head straight to the gay bar in his bright pink tee-shirt.

Once everyone was settled at the hotel and had offloaded their
bags, it wasn’t long before the streets were hit for some exploration.

As can be imagined, everybody was keen to hit the venue asap in order to get
familiar with the obstacle setup. At this point though, the build was still in effect.

Whilst waiting for the call to be given for the briefing from the
organisers, no time was wasted in checking the area out fully.

Dan Mast (USA) co
mates in order to p

onsults with his fellow team
plot a route for his own run.

Here we see the athletes heading up the
ramp en route to the control room on the roof.

Jason Paul (Germany) points out a
possible route down to the stage area.

Event organiser, Alex Zika, grabs the attention of all in order to give
a full event briefing. Nico Wicek of the Ape Connection looks on.

Victor Lopez briefs everyone
on the judging criteria.

As with any competition event, all athletes need to sign a waiver for insurance purposes.
Andrej ‘ND’ Lisal (Austria) gets ready to sign his mothers house and car away.

Cato Aspmo (Sweden), Andrey ‘Djuxa’ Turanov (Latvia) and Ryan
McLovin’ Houchin (USA) look on as big moves are popping all over the place.

Luci ‘Steel’ Romberg (USA) wastes no time in
sessioning hard and working out her route.

Khoa Huynh (Germany) shows
his best poker face.

During the briefing all
grip tape. Here Dan M

l the athletes were told to check over the course and to suggest hotspots where mats might be needed and areas that might need
Mast places some tape on the edge of the stage which served to be a launch pad for many of the competitors during the live event.

Unfortunately there was only
one clear spot for proper bar work.

Testing out the theory of
Redbull giving him wings.

Upstairs on the pimp
bus and spirits are high

Downstairs Yoann ‘Zephyr’ Leroux (France)
and Jason Paul (Germany) tell it like it is.

Filip ‘Flip’ Lundberg (Sweden) and Dan Mast (USA) take
over the mixing deck and rock the best of Miley Cyrus.

The Redbull pimp bus
seats, LCD TV’s playing

s will go down in Freerunning history. It’s basically a London double decker bus that’s been converted. On the inside it’s all leather
g adrenaline sports videos, fridges packed with drink and downstairs they have a DJ booth. It all makes for a totally mad experience.

Ryan ‘McLovin’ Houchin (USA)
does a spot of tree sessioning.

This precision was fat with the
landing area being a tree stump.

The activation part of the even
it was a mixed affair with some p

nt consisted of everyone heading into the city centre to jam for the public and media. Seeing as the main event was just around the corner,
people wanting to save energy and others really busting out. Here Justin Sheaffer (USA) decides to find a vantage point to watch the action.

Some random camera dude
trying to steal a bit of the limelight.

Andrej ‘ND’ Lisal (Austria) uses
a rock to launch himself off of.

Pa
d

avel ‘Pasha’ Petkuns (Latvia) was one of the culprits who went mad during the activation tour and looked in
danger of burning himself out. Finally he decided to wise up and catch some shut eye before the big event.

When you’re staging an event outside, this is not what you want to see when you look out of the hotel on the mor
that the heavens opened up, would be an understatement! There were some extremely concerned faces among

rning of said event. To say
gst the crew at this point.

The rain did subside but things still looked a bit sketchy.
Here the athletes gather on stage as things look uncertain.

Thankfully the rain cleared up and after some frantic
drying of all the obstacles, we had an event once again.

During the practice period, Abel Kocsis from Hungary suffered a nasty injury afte
and compete as a mark of respect. All said and done, everybody wanted to pass

er bailing from a precision. His injury led to a number of athletes deciding not to go ahead
s on their best wishes and the above sweatshirt conveys a message that was shared by all.

With the event back on again, the only two female competitors,
Pamela Obiniana (Austria) and Luci ‘Steel’ Romberg (USA) swap tips.

Spirits were lifted with the rain fading away and some more fun was to be had before the
event. Pavel ‘Pasha’ Petkuns (Latvia) and Daer Sanchez (Mexico) attempt to levitate.

Khoa Huynh (Germany) feels brave and tackles Cato Aspmo (Sweden) head on and comes
unstuck. Just after this pic was taken, Cato lifted him up and dumped him on the floor.

Scott Jackson (UK) uses a suspicious
looking device to warm himself up.

This is the view from the judges box and as can be
seen, the crowd was looking very healthy indeed.

While most people would be wowed by Scott Jackson’s clean form here, there would be a
fair few asking themselves out of curiousity, if he’d be capable of blowing himself.

Sascha ‘Cionn’ Hauser
nursing a shoulder in

r (Austria) only stepped up at the last minute to compete when Andej ‘ND’ Lisal had to pull out due to injury. Cionn was himself
njury but was keen to represent his country even though he wasn’t at his best. As can be seen here, he could still fly well enough.

Daer Sanchez (Mexico) drops in and
performs a clean run in the final round.

In the judeges box Victor Lopez, Gaëtan Bouillet
and Patrick Morawetz mark down their scores.

Jason Paul (Germany) impressed
everyone with how fluidly he moved.

On stage awaiting the announcement of the 8 finalists
who would compete in one last round to find the top three.

Scott Bass (photographer of this piece)
gets the lens shoved in his face for a change.

Luci ‘Steel’ Romberg (USA) takes the best
female award and placed 8th overall in the event.

Pavel ‘Pasha’ Petkuns (Latvia) takes the best trick
award for his kong gainer executed from the rooftop.

The top three from left to right - Pavel ‘Pasha’ Petkuns (Latvia) 3rd place,
Jason Paul (Germany) 1st place and Yoann ‘Zephyr’ Leroux (France) 2nd place.

It didn’t take long for the media to swarm all over Jason Paul after he
announced as the winner. He enjoyed every minute of it and deserved

e was
dly so.

The 8 who made the final:
Pavel Petkuns (Latvia) 330 points
Cato Aspmo (Sweden) 318 points
Scott Jackson (UK) 304 points
Daer Sanchez (Mexico) 301 points
Jason Paul (Germany) 300 points
Yoann Leroux (France) 292 points
Lukas Steiner (Austria) 288 points
Luci Romberg (USA) 285 points
The top 3 from the final run:
1st place - Jason Paul (Germany) 334 points
2nd Place - Yoann Leroux (France) 311 points
3rd place - Pavel Petkuns (Latvia) 304 points
Best trick award - Pavel Petkuns (Latvia)
Best female award - Luci Romberg (USA)
All things taken into account, we were extremely fortunate
to have have the rain clear up prior to the start of the event.
The conditions on the ground were wet and slippery but
even so, the athletes were top class and made the best of
the situation and put on a fantastic show that was enjoyed
by all.
We’d like to take this opportunity to thank Alex Zika and
his Redbull staff for making everyone so welcome and
ensuring sure that everything ran as smooth as was
physically possible. A special tip of the hat goes to Rob
Mathera for being our point man and all round good guy.
Patrick, Nico and all of the Ape Connection collective for
consulting on the course setup and being all round safe
guys.
Last but not least, the biggest respect needs to be thrown in
the direction of the athletes, who always step up, represent
but ultimately, have crazy amounts of fun in the process
and prove time and again that Freerunning is the best
thing out there.
Until the next one....
A really nice edit from the event can be found here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=YH3x9SKs2pk

Athlete: Rocko Rovira (Mexico) www.urbanrunners.net Photographer: Daer Sanchez www.flickr.com/daersanchez

How Things Have Changed
Article and photography by Scott Bass

I first found my way into photography when I decided to
study it as part of my A-Levels in Cambridge, UK around
three years ago. I picked up the art very quickly, working
with traditional Ilford HP5 black and white film at first on
a very old school Pentax camera. There is something to be
said for learning to shoot on film, especially in application
to Parkour. Just to explain the dynamics in contrast to how
easy digital work is; with film you get 24 or 36 pictures per
roll. While you are shooting, you have no idea what your
images look like until they are developed. Shooting in itself
is a bitch, because if you were to work as ghetto as I did, I
had to learn exposures and focus by eye. The next issue, you
are locked to one ISO per roll of film (in my case a moderate
ISO 400). This means unless it’s a bright day, your shutter
speed will be slow and your images will be subsequently
blurry. Oh yeah, and you only get one shot before you have
to wind your film on.
Once you have your roll, you have to feed it onto a plastic
spiral (in complete darkness, else you will destroy your
images), place said spiral into a tub and pour a mixture of
chemicals into the tub at set intervals (with an occasional
shake) to correctly develop your film into a state where you
can see it in the light. Then to actually get a print of an
image, you take your film to a darkroom, bung it under a
glorified light bulb and project what is effectively a shadow
onto light sensitive paper for a few seconds. You then
develop this paper in a similar way to the film, dipping it in
different trays of chemicals and finally soaking it in water
before you actually get a print.
Film is a bolt action hunting rifle that takes ages to reload,
and you are rather likely to miss with.
With the advent of digital sensors however, it has become
the norm to be able to shoot hundreds of images a day,
instantly available for review on the camera. You get
fantastic colour reproduction, not to mention the
phenomenal burst fire rates cameras like the Canon 7D and
1D can produce (between 8/10 images per second). Then it’s
simply a case of editing those images and they’re ready for
printing out, putting online, whatever you need.
The Basics
With Parkour photography, there are three foundation
principles. Contrast, Capture and Compose.
Contrast
Because of the nature of high movement arts, it is essential
that it is clear what the image is of. An example is a person
wearing black during a night shoot. It’s very difficult to get a
clean view of what they may be doing and where they are, if
they blend into the rest of the image in terms of colour and
brightness.
To combat this there is a simple solution; keep your
subject in a place where they will not blend into the rest of
the image. The easiest way to remedy this is the classic ‘Sky
Silhouette’ Parkour shot, where the practitioner has nothing
behind them in the image but the sky/clouds. Also
remember to consider colour when it comes to this issue.

Say you are shooting at a spot with sandy coloured walls,
you can get your subject to wear cool blues or blacks so they
stand out against the bright warm yellows. Its simple to get
a different shirt to let your practitioner stand out, that’s why
you’re taking a photo of a movement in the first place!
Capture
The next thing to look for is the form and pose a body can
make in an image. One test I always like to try out is this.
Go and try to get a picture of a Cork (the move, not the wine
shenanagins) that looks good. In my experience its nigh
on impossible. It’s just the nature of the movement that it
doesn’t look good in a still very often. In comparison, the
arguably easier and simpler Layout Backflip has given me
far more images that I believe are worthwhile. The trick here
is, find a pose that looks good for its own merit. In 90% of
cases, the less tucked a flip is, the better, and it’s a similar
system for Parkour. Learning when to fire the shutter and
which poses look the best are just experience and opinion.
“If you get six good photographs a year, you are doing better
than I am” – Ansel Adams
Compose
One of the most important photographic principals is the
‘Rule of Thirds’. This essentially forms the basis of
composition and design in almost all areas of visual media.
Essentially, keep points of interest one third of the way into
the frame, either from the top or the sides. Applying this is
probably the most difficult thing to learn, as there is no
science to it, it’s pure artistic vision and expression, and
some of the greatest photographers directly flaunt this rule
and
produce stunning imagery as result. The most important
thing is to consider your composition, are you showing just
the move? Are you showing where they’re moving to? Or
from? Especially if you have someone moving on your cue
and request, set up a strong image in your mind, then place
the practitioner in a suitable place, and shoot it.
“If your pictures aren’t good enough, you aren’t close
enough” – Robert Capa
In a very similar view to Parkour, Photography is a
practice where you will learn the basics and from then on,
you simply find ways of combining and applying them. The
best way to find your images improving is to practice, look
at lots of other photographs, especially skateboarding and
other disciplines that have been around far longer than
Parkour and thus harbor specialized professionals. See what
tricks you can pick up, and implement them into your own
images.
Athlete pictured in image on opposing page: Luke Hurrel.
Scott’s website can be found at www.ampisound.com

Athlete: Sam Horler (UK) Photographer: Josh Joshua www.youtube.com/LeParkourLegende

Chima Akenzua kicks the moon in St Maar

rtens, Caribbean

Bio: Tomasz Gudzowaty was born in 1971.
He obtained a degree in law at the
University of Warsaw. Among his interests
are humanistic photography and the
classic form of the black and white
photo-essay. He began with nature
photography and then turned to social
documentary and for the last few years
has been focusing on sports photography.
He is particularly interested in
non-commercial sports, and also those
that are not present in the media, sports
that are exotic, atypical or somehow
outside the mainstream. His photo’s have
been published in Max Magazine, L’Equipe,
The Guardian, Newsweek, Forbes, Time
and Photo and he is also the author of
several albums. He is also the multiple
winner of the most important photography
contests, amongst others the World Press
Photo, Pictures of the year, NPPA best of
photjournalism. He cooperates with Focus
Fotoagentur in Hamburg and Warsaw’s
Yours Gallery.
Urban Freeflow were engaged by Tomasz
from late 2009 through to early 2010
where we provided a selection of
athletes for a very ambitous shoot. It saw
us shooting in London,Paris, New York,
Hong Kong, Mexico City and the Caribbean.
Working with Tomasz was for us, an
absolute pleasure. He has a unique energy
and a charismatic charm that only brings
out the best in his subjects. This made
for a really relaxed vibe on set and over
the coming months, we’ll be displaying a
selection of his work and we’re sure you’ll
agree, it’s top level stuff.
To see more of Tomasz’ work visit
www.gudzowaty.com

Athlete: Pasha ‘Frost’ Ryazanov (Russia) Photographer: Boris Borisov www.onemoreday.ru

Bail Mary....

This bail was just waiting to happen. At the end of the day, if you kong down from a handstand and don’t
pay attention, you WILL clip your feet. This guy obviously want to taste a mud pie and escaped very lightly...
Click here to see the video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=BMCl7eQ90Lw

Athlete: Preben Hunstad (Norway) Photographer: Beathe Juvik www.prebenhunstad.com

